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Engineering Status 
 
Calculations and Drawings are “complete” – but small revisions are 
expected based on final manufacturing details after negotiation with 
vendors. Drawings bid documents, and calculations may be found at: 
http://www.psfc.mit.edu/people/titus/ 
 

Manufacturing Contract Status – We have a 
Contract (CVIP) and a Magnet Vendor 
(Everson/Tesla). 
 
CVIP was chosen, Bid price was lower than, but consistent 
with MIT/PSFC Cost estimate 
 
CVIP recently successfully built the HCX prototype Cryostat  for MIT-PSFC. 
 
CVIP had a good track record with BNL and with MIT 
 
Everson-Tesla has been added to the 
project as a CVIP subcontractor. Everson-
Tesla has submitted interface drawings and 
manufacturing plans for the magnet. CVIP 
is still working on vessel drawings and 
plans. 

 
 

 

 
During a March 9 2004 visit to Everson, 
This preliminary test bend test was shown, 
and Everson indicated that the keystoning 
was “about what was in the spec.” 

 
Keystone specifications from MIT-
BNL-003. 



   Design Drawings Complete – Including some minor updates  - weld details, material 
call-outs, resulting from the bid process. Drawing issue is controlled on the Titus MIT-
PSFC web page with a A revision status table.  

 



Pre-Operational Testing – Proposed to be Performed at MIT-PSFC Pulsed Test Facility 
 
 
 

 
PTF Upper Cryostat  

 
Lower Water Cooled Split Pair Copper Magnet - 
The BNL Pulsed Magnet would be in front of this 
Where the HXC Prototype cryostat is now 
positioned 



 
Preliminary Review of the current /voltage profiles indicates that the PTF power supplies will 
meet the test requirements.  
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Bob Weggel’s 10-14 analysis of the LN2 magnet operation PTF Power Supplies 



Only Liquid Nitrogen Cooling Will Be Employed During Pre-
Operational Testing 
C-Mod Main LN2  Supply Tank will be used with the LDX 
VTF supply line 
 
Two Approaches are possible: 
 Flood and Wait -  Then Drain and Pulse. 
 Develop and implement a “skid mounted” , deliverable 
Controlled LN2 Cooling System 

 
Finite Difference Cooling Model.  
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The intention is to control the LN2 flow with a proportional valve to 
provide only as much LN2 as is fully vaporized by the surface heat flux. 
After 700 sec, this would be only .1 * .1 = .01 kg/sec  

 
C-Mod’s LN2 Supply Tank 



Proposed 
“Elaborate” LN2 
System with flow 
metering capability. 
 

 
Capacitance based level sensor 



The flow/energy during vent to the vacuum pump should be:  
  
!mass flow= .05 kg/sec 
!volume flow= 144 cu-m/hr        
!volume flow =  1.4125782 cu ft/sec 
!Exhaust Pipe Flow Velocity, 4in pipe= 16.515614 feet/sec 
!Exhaust Pipe Flow Velocity, 6in pipe= 7.1942017 feet/sec 
!Heater Power= 10.608 kW 
  
  !   **  Calculations   **** 
clear 
let mflow=.05   !kg/sec   Vacuum Pump Flow 
let N2gasden=1/.7996   !kg/m^3 STP ref air liquide web site 
let N2gasspht=1.04   !kJ/kg/degc   ref air liquide web site 
print "Gaseous Nitrogen Density=";N2gasden;"kg/m^3" 
print "Gaseous Nitrogen Specific Heat=";N2gasspht;"kJ/kg/degC" 
let N2gasden=1.25   !kg/m^3 STP ref air liquide web site 
let vflow=mflow/N2gasden*60*60    ! cu meter/hr 
print "mass flow=";mflow;"kg/sec" 
print "volume flow=";vflow;"cu-m/hr" 
let vflow= vflow*(39.37^3/12^3)/60/60      !cu ft/sec 
print "volume flow = " ;vflow; "cu ft/sec" 
let area6=.5^2*pi/4 
let area4=.33^2*pi/4 
print "Exhaust Pipe Flow Velocity, 4in pipe=";vflow/area4;"feet/sec" 
print "Exhaust Pipe Flow Velocity, 6in pipe=";vflow/area6;"feet/sec" 
let heatpower=mflow*N2gasspht*(292-88)      !kJ/sec or KW 
print"Heater Power=";heatpower;"kW" 
end 
  
  
  

I talked with a local company for a heater. For a 
standard 12KW he provided a budgetary price of $4600. 
We guessed that because of the low pressure we might 
need a larger heat transfer area. This was estimated at 
$8500. It looks like this would have to be engineered a 
bit. The unit size is 2’ by 1’ by 4’ tall. So we can get it 
into our lab. Their web page is at: 
  
http://www.thermaxinc.com/indirect.htm 
  
There are smaller Toyota Vacuum pumps, but the next 
size down does only 100 cu-m/hr. You might be able to 
put two in parallel, but I sent the link to the larger unit to 
be conservative, and with the larger size you could turn 
it on at the initial .1kg/sec flow (but you would need a 
correspondingly larger heater).   
  
http://www.toyota-
industries.com/drypumps/s_t1000/index.html 
  
 





 
 
 
 
For LN2, flow is reversed from what is 
shown in BNL-001 
 
Additional Restrictions in the flow 
channels may be needed to completely fill 
the magnet flow passages. These will be 
added at CVIP during flow tests and 
possibly adjusted at MIT. 
 
Either Orifices or “flappers” will be added 
to Channels.  
 
“Flappers” might accommodate both LN2 
and  Gaseous N2 flows better. 

 
 


